PUTTING
FORMS

Start on the Putting Green

2 ➤

The best place to begin learning golf is on the putting green,

The “Y”
Setup
Your arms and the putter
form the letter “Y”. Place
the ball between your
feet. Relax.

1

Thumbs
on Top

➤

Let your arms hang freely,
and grip the club with both
thumbs on top.

Progress Report
Instructor must check the

3

1 numbers below after the
✔
student learns each form.

4 ➤

➤

Initials

Eyes
over
the Ball
Your eyes
should be
directly over
the ball to help
you aim.

Backswing =
Follow-through

5

Making a practice
stroke, swing the “Y” the
same distance and pace
back as through.

1

Thumbs on
Top

2

“Y” Setup

3

Eyes over
Ball

4

B=F
NOTES

4

Your PGA or LPGA professional
will initial and date the putting
form listed on this progress
report after each one is passed.

Date

PUTTING
SKILLS TEST

Put Your Forms to Work
After completing all of your Putting Forms, you can take
this Putting Skills Test. It has two parts—a short putt
and a medium putt. Both parts must be completed with
your instructor present. Once passed, he or she will
sign this page, showing that you completed this portion
of the Green Tee Level.

2
Medium Putt
Place a ball ten feet from
the hole on a flat part of
the green.
You must two-putt
3 out of 5 attempts.

1
Short Putt
Place a ball two feet away
from the hole on a flat
part of the green.
You must make 3
out of 5 attempts.

Progress Report
10’

Instructor must check the
1 numbers below after the
✔
student completes each skill.
Initials
1

Short Putt
out of 5

2

2’

out of 5
Your PGA or LPGA
professional will initial and
date the skill listed on this
progress report after each
one is passed.

6

Medium Putt

NOTES

Date

ETIQUETTE
VERBAL TEST
6

✔

Your Manners on the Course
This is a 10 question test with YES or NO answers (pre-checked). You must
correctly answer 5 out of 5 questions selected by your instructor.

Should you stand in a place where you won’t get hit by
another player’s club or ball?
Yes
No

7

If you think your ball is going to hit someone, should you yell
“Fore!” as loud as you can to warn them of danger?
Yes
No

✔

1

Is it ever acceptable to miscount your score?

✔ No

Yes

2
3

Is it okay to talk while another player is playing a stroke?
Yes
No

✔

Should you be ready to play when it is your turn and not
cause delays?
Yes
No

✔

4

Should you replace your divots, fix your ball marks, and
smooth the sand bunkers after your shots?
Yes
No

8

If the players in front of you are going too slow, can you pass
them anytime you want?
Yes
No

✔

9
10

Is it okay to lay your golf bag on the putting green?
Yes
No

✔

Should you mark the position of your ball on the green with a
small coin or ball marker placed behind the ball?

✔ Yes

No

✔

5

Is it okay to run on the green if your shoes don’t damage
the grass?
Yes
No

✔

Study the questions
above, and your PGA
or LPGA professional
will test you when you
are ready. Once you
have passed, he or
she will sign this
progress report.

Progress Report
Instructor must check the
1 space below after the
✔
student passes the oral test.
Initials

1

Date

5 out of 5 correct

NOTE TO
INSTRUCTOR:
This test should be given
orally by choosing 5 out of
the above 10 questions for
your student to answer.
They must answer all 5 of
the questions correctly to
pass this section.

16

NOTES

